
A natural part of Traveller is the crea-
tion of new character types for use in
adventures, situations, histories and
scenarios. Such a new character type
may be intended for a specific player
who has indicated a desire for a secret
agent career, or it may be used for a
patron encounter which calls for a news
reporter who will accompany the group
on an adventure, to give only two of
many possible examples.

This character generation system
creation system is a simple method for
creating a customized character genera-
tion system and keeping track of the
details for later use.

A home-grown character generation
system should use the generation
systems provided in Basic Traveller and
Supplement 4. One or both of these
booklets should be on hand when filling
out the form for the system you create.

PROCEDURE
Each numbered block on the form calls

for specific information which is then
used in the generation procedure.

Imagination is a requirement of the
referee when producing a character
generation system. There is no series of
die rolls to help things along, referees are
on their own. The more imaginative
referees are, the more interesting and
realistic the character will be. Referees
should take care to insure that their
systems do not produce "super-
characters", characters with large
numbers of skills or ludicrously high skill
levels.

It may be necessary to fill out a draft
form or two in order to get the informa-
tion just right. Once the system satisfies
you, a file copy should be made for per-
manent reference. Make each entry
clearly and cleanly, for ease of reading.

Completed forms may be used for
character generation just as would the
tables in Book 1 or Supplement 4.

TAS FORM 41
Each of the individual numbered

blocks on the form is explained below:
1. Date of Preparation: Note the date

(to help track versions of the system.
2. Character Type: Note the specific

type of character to be generated (ex-
amples: bounty hunter, lawyer, reporter,
police officer).

3. Prior Service Table: The die rolls for
enlistment, draft, survival, position
(equivalent to commission), promotion,
and return (equivalent to re-enlistment)
must be created. Each throw is on two
dice, unless you decide and note dif-
ferently. Die modifications based on per-
sonal characteristics (if any) should be
entered (example: Enlistment 6 + , DM
+ 1 if social 9 + ).

It is also possible to base DMs on other
criteria such as number of terms served,
possession of certain skills, or rank.

4. Table of Ranks: List the various
ranks for the character type. Such ranks
should reflect the levels of respon-
sibilities for the career and range from 1
to 6 in level (examples: Captain,
secretary, assistant manager, expert,
team leader).

5. Acquired Skills Tables: Four tables
labelled Personal Development, Service
Skills, Education, and Advanced Educa-
tion are available. Existing skills, or new-
ly defined skills may be used in these
tables. Personal development allows
skills which contribute to personal or
physical improvement. Service skills are
typically received by ordinary individuals
within the character type. Education and
advanced education skills are normally
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continued from page 27
available to more intelligent, educated,
or advanced members of the character
type.

Restrictions may be placed on the use
of the education and advanced educa-
tion tables.

6. Skill Eligibility: This block indicates
when a character is allowed to gain a
skill. Conventionally, characters are
allowed two skills the first term, one skill
in each additional term, and one skill
upon commission or promotion. Careers
without ranks often receive two skills per
term instead. Exercise good judgement
in setting skill eligibility.

7. Automatic Skills: Many careers will
provide automatic skills to individuals on
enlistment, achieving a certain rank, or
time in service. Skills should be noted
here. Note any such skills in this block.
Not all careers will have automatic skills.

8. Character Type: For convenience,
repeat the character type in this block on
the reverse of the form.

9. Benefit Tables: This set of tables
(labelled Material Benefits and Cash
Benefits) indicates what can be receiv-
ed by characters in this type of career
when they muster out. Benefits not
otherwise explained should be describ-
ed in block 10 (examples: surgical in-
struments, gun, vacc suit, surveyor's in-
struments). Caution should be exercis-
ed here so as to not upset play balance
by giving the players too much equip-
ment or cash.

Additionally, restrictions on the
characters eligibility to receive these
benefits upon mustering out (if any)
should be described here.

10. Benefit Description: Any material
benefits called for in block 9 should be
noted and described here. Describe what
the benefit consists of, what is masses,
and how much it would cost to replace.

11. Skill Description: Any skills re-
quired for this career type and not

described elsewhere defined here.
12. Career Restrictions: Any restric-

tions on the career should be noted here.
Such restrictions may involve conflicts
of nationality or race with the intended
career, or various physical restrictions.
(Examples: Bounty hunter not available
to Zhodani characters, Darrian Navy
career not available to non-Darrian
citizens).

INVENTING NEW CHARACTERS
Creation of good character generation

systems is not an easy task. Here are
some tips:

Make the character work for skills and
benefits. Survival and career progress
should never be too easy. If specific skills
are highly desirable, they should require
an appropriate effort to attain. Look at
a realistic counterpart of the career
involved and pattern the skills and
benefits on it.

Don't go overboard. Keep everything
in perspective. A character who gets all
the skills, always lives, and then gets
great benefits and a huge fortune is not
much of a challenge to play, and will
upset a campaign's balance. For each
benefit, skill, or monetary reward, the in-
dividual should have to pay, in chances
taken, in years aged, in choices made.

THE FORM
TAS Form 41 (like all TAS Forms) is

intended for use by Traveller players and
referees. In accordance with the
masthead of this magazine, this form is
copyright ©1983 by Game Designers'
Workshop. Permission in granted to in-
dividuals to reproduce these forms for
personal use. (This means you can have
copies made for your own use, and that
you can give away a small number of
copies to friends or fellow club members,
but you cannot print them and offer
them for sale.)

- Marc W. Miller
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